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Zabbix is an open-source network monitoring tool with the possibility to monitor a company’s 
IT infrastructure and alert administrators when problems occur on the level of hardware, ap-
plication or process. 
 
The thesis was commissioned by a Finnish retail company. The goal of the thesis was to auto-
mate the hardware, application and process monitoring by implementing Zabbix in the com-
pany IT infrastructure and to provide a report about its possibilities.  
 
In the thesis report a list of Zabbix features and protocols are presented and an explanation is 
given of the kind of monitoring solutions that were implemented. A how-to guide was com-
posed, so the company could refer to this thesis when changes to the system are needed to 
perform, such as adding new hosts to monitoring or implement features that had not previ-
ously been used.  
 
When starting the project, the basic knowledge of the software was already acquired, hence 
some of the methods used were based on the experiences gained previously. Other research 
data comes from Zabbix guideline books and online sources. 
 
With the help of Zabbix the company can identify and react to the problems immediately 
when they occur and take preventive measures to minimize the impact on business continu-
ity. New development ideas for making the services highly available were found during the 
research and they could be implemented to Zabbix in the future.  
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Terminology 

 

• API – application programming interface, allows communication between different ap-

plications. 

• BMC – Baseboard management controller, provides the features to the IPMI protocol 

and it is usually integrated to the motherboard. 

• GPL – General Public License, widely used among open source projects 

• HTTP – Hypertext Transfer Protocol, a communication protocol web browsers and web 

servers use to transfer data.  

• IPMI – Intelligent Platform Management Interface, computer subsystem that allows in-

dependent monitoring of operations. 

• NMS – Network Monitoring System, system to monitor IT infrastructure and notify ad-

ministrators when problems occur. 

• OSI model - The Open Systems Interconnection model, dividing computer networking 

protocols into different layers. Each layer uses functions from the layers below and 

provide functions to the upper layers. 

• PHP – Hypertext Preprocessor, coding language used in web server environments and 

creating dynamic web pages 

• PSK – Pre-shared key, encryption method in cryptography.  

• SLA – Service Level Agreement, describes the services agreed level of downtime.  

• SNMP - Simple Network Management Protocol, TCP/IP protocol that offers possibility 

to monitor IP based network devices.  

• SOA – Service Oriented Architecture, software design method where functions and 

processes are designed to work independently and flexibly.  

• TLS - Transport Layer Security also known as SSL. Encryption protocol to protects IP-

communication between internet applications, e.g. https protocol.  
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1 Introduction  

It is difficult to know what is going on inside a company’s network and servers without any 

monitoring. Are all the services running? Are there any performance issues within servers? Are 

the problems caused by Internet Service Provider (ISP) or is it within the IT-infrastructures 

connections? If these questions are being asked, then centralized network monitoring tool 

might be the answer. 

 

The definition of network monitoring can be different depending on what aspect it is looking 

from. One definition from article, Nash and Behr (2009), displays it in a way from where it is 

simple to understand the basic approach of network monitoring; “Network monitoring is like a 

visit to a cardiologist. You're combining experience, judgement and technology to chart a sys-

tem's performance. Your doctor is watching for danger signs as blood flows through vessels, 

valves and chambers of the heart, while your network monitoring systems are tracking data 

moving along cables and through servers, switches, connections and routers.” In addition, 

network monitoring is also related to monitor applications, running processes and hardware 

statuses. 

 

This thesis is focused on implementing network monitoring to a large Finnish company’s IT-

infrastructure with open source monitoring platform, Zabbix. The company needs to know 

what is going on inside their systems and automate as much hardware, application and pro-

cess monitoring as possible. 

 

Zabbix was the chosen monitoring platform because the company had previously used it, 

therefore they had the basic understanding of its capabilities. The previous system, Zabbix 

2.0, was outdated and un-administrated, which resulted to lots of false alerts and some of 

the monitored hosts were not existing anymore. Before deciding whether to upgrade to a 

newer version or use the old already deployed version, the differences were analyzed. The 

conclusion was evident for deploying a new, Zabbix 3.0, system and start the configuration 

from the beginning. (Appendix  1: Upgrade notes)  

 

In order to achieve the best results, the understanding of how Zabbix functions and its possi-

bilities need to be identified. This is done through introducing the Zabbix architecture, the 

key features and protocols behind the frontend. 

To demonstrate the administration of the system, a how-to guide is composed and a produc-

tion server is used as an example. The purpose is to utilize network, application and hardware 

monitoring to company’s production and acceptance servers. To successfully configure and 

set up the monitoring platform and add the requested hosts, monitored items and configure 
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email alerts to the person in charge of the monitored system. Each system was introduced 

one-by-one and given specific details of the necessary items they wanted to monitor. 

Zabbix is meant for IT administrators who wish to be notified of problems immediately when 

they occur. This helps the company to react faster to problems, identify the cause and pre-

vent them for causing any problems for the business. Utilizing monitoring tools increases the 

availability and business continuity on offered services. Therefore, the end-user doesn’t nec-

essary even notice there has been a break in the provided service. This thesis was done in col-

laboration with the software departments IT manager. The company can use this thesis as a 

reference when some changes or new implementations to the system are needed to perform. 

 

1.1 Network Monitoring System 

Network monitoring has quickly become a trend. Because the networks have grown and more 

data is being transferred, the use of network monitoring has become a valuable addition. 

In the 1990s, there were mostly proprietary monitoring solutions on the market and most of 

them were vendor locked. The reason why vendor free products were not available was be-

cause International Telecommunication Union (ITU) kept a private “blue book” which held all 

the telecoms standards. Carl Malamud also referred as “Savior of the internet” realized that 

ITU had no legal rights to hold copyrights over the material, and published them available to 

the public. This made it possible to vendors and admins to start using the same standards and 

it opened the network monitoring system (NMS) market for developers. A decade later, open-

source solutions began to come to the market. (Birch 2016) 

 

The concept of network monitoring consists of three main subjects: security, performance 

and reliability. System administrations are generally interested in all these areas. By the help 

of wide range of NMS available, such as Zabbix, all those aspects can be acknowledged. As an 

example, it is possible to see what ports are open in routers, has somebody change the root 

password even though it should have not been altered, is the root cause of poor performance 

because of low disk space or high processor load or to see whether the SLA of an offered ser-

vices are within the boundaries. (Zabbix security 2016) 

 

The qualities of NMS offer companies to save money, since only one administrator is required 

to monitor the network in a single location, save time with an easy and direct access to the 

monitored data and to increase productivity by identifying the issues immediately when they 

occur. (Technopedia 2016)  
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2 Zabbix 

Alexei Vladishev, the creator of Zabbix, started developing Zabbix as a hobby but soon it 

turned into a full-time job. “I hoped to find a way how to automate certain administration 

and monitoring tasks. The goal was to deliver nearly 100% uptime and be informed immedi-

ately about any issues in production environments doing financial transaction processing. I re-

alized very soon that standard commercial solutions won't be able to deliver what I wanted, 

for a reasonable budget. My expectations were pretty low at that moment: real-time gra-

phing, pro-active alerting and access to historical data.” (Vladishev 2011) 

 

Zabbix was announced in 1998 and the first public release was in 2001. The first stable ver-

sion was released in 2004 and from that point it has been under continuous development. A 

new stable version of Zabbix is released in every 1,5 years. Zabbix offers variety of different 

features out of the box, such as auto-discovery, trend prediction, support for multiple operat-

ing systems, agent-based and agent-less monitoring. It is released under the GPLv2 license, 

which allows end-users possibility to modify any configuration settings. Even though there are 

no commercial based product available from Zabbix, the company behind Zabbix, Zabbix SIA, 

offers customer training and support. The price for training starts from 1500€ and there are 

various technical support packages available from basic online support to custom Zabbix on-

site builds. (Zabbix product 2016) 

 

Zabbix does have some disadvantages such as the learning curve is high and proper configura-

tion involves a lot of “trial-and-error” approach. Structure of the official documentation is 

hard to follow and information is chattered through different pages. But on the other hand, 

the flexibility and highly customizable possibilities outcome the negative sides. The user can 

modify the base code and develop their own solutions to problems. There is also a strong 

community to provide user support, templates and custom scripts to users. Zabbix offers pos-

sibility to monitor everything from server hardware, routers, printers, logs, to running ser-

vices and a way to execute remote commands. The rule of thumb is that if some item has an 

output, it can be monitored with Zabbix.  

 

2.1 Why Zabbix?  

Zabbix was tested to provide the needed features by another company inside the same corpo-

ration. It was coming along with the Enterprise service bus (ESB) system, which delivers mes-

sages through it from system to system. At first it was only being used to monitor the ESB sys-

tem, but since monitoring was required in other systems as well, Zabbix was expanded. 
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Including the fact that with the help of Zabbix the company knows what is going on in their 

IT-infrastructure, some of the daily tasks which were previously done manually could be auto-

mated. For example, making sure certain programs have been executed successfully by moni-

toring the log file or composing a simple script which will tell the modification time of the 

files in some directory. Also with the help of Zabbix, previously outsourced point of sale sys-

tem monitoring could be taken back to internal monitoring and therefore save money. The ul-

timate goal with Zabbix is to achieve as much proactive monitoring as possible. Declaring trig-

gers to create an alert when problems are about to arise and using remote commands to react 

to the most common situations that could be fixed by automatically run some script or restart 

the services that are required for the service to function properly.  

 

2.2 Architecture 

In the Figure 1, all the components and the way they are linked to each other are presented. 

Zabbix can be allocated to three main components: Zabbix server, Database and Zabbix 

frontend. 

 

Zabbix server supports only UNIX platform. It has been tested to be the only operating system 

which has the needed performance, fault tolerance and flexibility. It is the central process of 

Zabbix software. The server is in charge of polling and trapping of the gathered data; it per-

forms trigger calculations and sends notifications to users when events occur. (Zabbix re-

quirements 2015) 

 

 

Figure 1: Zabbix Architecture (Brochure 2016)
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The hardware requirements grow depending on the size of the monitored network and the 

chosen database engine. But even with large installations, the requirements should be easily 

met with modern technology.  

 

 

Figure 2: Zabbix hardware requirements (Zabbix requirements 2015) 

 

Zabbix has a support for most of the popular database engines such as MySQL, PostgreSQL, 

SQLite and IBM DB2. The database is used for keeping the records of historical and configura-

tion data. This means it is possible to view the gathered data and see how that specific item 

has acted in the past. To backup Zabbix, the database should be backed up accordingly.  

 

Database size depends on three variables: history, trends and events. History keeps the infor-

mation on each collected value and trends keep the average data values on hourly basis. 

Trends are more important for long-term period, since storing trends requires less resources. 

For a short period, history values are preferred. There is a built-in housekeeper in Zabbix, it 

deletes every value from database that is older than the value they’ve been set on. Example 

when history value is seven days, the housekeeper will delete values older than the config-

ured period. Same applies in trends and events. 

 

New values polled per second depends on the size on the monitored network. As an example, 

if the total number of monitored items is 1200 with the refresh rate of 60 seconds, 20 new 

values per second are stored in the Zabbix database. One numeric value is approximately 90 

bytes. If seven days of history and a years’ worth of trend values are stored, the needed disk 

space is 1,1Gb for history and 0,95 Gb for trend data. Events are incidents that happens, such 

as a trigger changes its status from OK to PROBLEM or when a new host is detected. Each 

event requires about 170 bytes of disk space. It is hard to predict how many events are gener-

ated, but in the worst-case scenario Zabbix generates one event per second. Storing the 

event data for one month it requires 0,45 Gb of disk space. The database size will grow de-

pending on the gathered data. The total required disk space can be calculated as: Configura-

tion + History + Trends + Events. Fixed size for configuration data is 10Mb, in this case the da-

tabase size should be 10Mb + 1,1Gb + 0,95Gb + 0,45Gb =2,5Gb. 
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The web frontend utilizes PHP coding and is functioning on top of Apache web server. After 

the server installation, the managing and configuration is mostly done through the frontend. 

Zabbix frontend communicates with database through API. With the API, it is also possible to 

integrate Zabbix with third party software, such as a company’s ticketing system to automati-

cally create tickets when an alert occurs. (Zabbix requirements 2015) 

 

 

Figure 3: Zabbix 3.0 web frontend 

 

2.3 Features and protocols 

Zabbix supports many different methods and protocols, such as SNMP, IPMI, low-level-discov-

ery and auto-discovery. For understanding how each feature relates to each other, some basic 

concepts need to be explained at first. 

 

The monitoring process starts by defining a host which is the machine data is being gathered, 

it can be server, router, switch or any IP-based network device. From that host a specific set 

of data that is collected are called items, as an example item key ‘cpu.util’ collects values of 

the hosts processor utilization percentage.
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Based on that item, a trigger can be set up. Trigger is the entity that creates an alert when 

the specific threshold has become true, such as when free hard disk space goes below 10Gb. 

Trigger functions define on what basis the alert is created, whether the average values are 

over the set threshold or the previous value is different than the last. All the supported trig-

ger functions are found from the Zabbix official manual. Mathematical calculation can also be 

conducted between triggers, for example if division between two triggers is over the thresh-

old, an alert is created. Without any triggers, it would be impossible to analyze what is wrong 

with the IT infrastructure, due the large amount of data available.   

 

With actions, an email can be send to different administrators when a trigger has become 

true. It is also possible to configure actions to send alerts via SMS or instant messaging ser-

vices like Jabber. Alerts can be sent only for those who are concerned by the information. 

Actions also have many different useful functions; manage agent discovery, network discovery 

and execute remote commands. In order to achieve pro-active monitoring a remote command 

can be configured to act accordingly when a certain event happens. For example, if a service 

that needs to be running constantly changes it status to ‘stopped’, then the corresponding 

trigger creates an alert and based on that alert a remote command is executed to automati-

cally start the service again. The whole process can be described as a chain reaction, when 

incident X happens it creates incident Y, which creates another set of events and so on.  

 

 

Agent and Agent-less monitoring 

 

Zabbix supports both agent and agent-less monitoring. The chosen method depends on the 

level of details one wishes to acquire and the device base of the infrastructure.  

Agent is an external software developed in C-language, that collects data locally from the 

host machine and then reports the findings to central processing system, which in this case is 

the Zabbix server. The agent communicates with server using JSON (JavaScript Object Nota-

tion) based communication protocol. Zabbix agent’s greatest benefits are efficiency and di-

versity. There are wide range of monitoring possibilities to choose from. Including the built-in 

items, Zabbix agent can collect values from any output whether it is coming from Windows 

performance metrics, an output of a script or a command. It is recommended to use agent 

based monitoring, since it resorts to local machines resources. Zabbix agent has a support for 

Windows and Linux operating systems. (Zabbix agent 2015) 

 

It is not always plausible or sensible to install agent to the host machine, such as in routers or  

network switches, this is when agent-less options come in. Simple Network Management Pro-

tocol (SNMP), is the most common way to monitor devices without the need of installing any 

external software. SNMP works in an application layer of an OSI model and collects device in-

formation over IP-connection. With SNMP, it is possible to retrieve data from various sources, 
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such as CPU, hard disk, log, temperature and bandwidth statuses. SNMP-agent is required for 

monitoring, but difference is, it’s already installed on most of the network devices, it just 

needs to be enabled and configured. (Ellingwood 2014)Zabbix server also have a feature 

called simple checks. With simple checks, it is possible to send ping over networks, monitor 

TCP/UDP ports and monitor VMware virtual machines. Zabbix server is in charge of processing 

and polling the data, therefore these items can be used to any computer in the network re-

gardless whether a Zabbix agent is found or not. (Zabbix simple checks 2015) 

 

 

Passive and Active agent  

 

Zabbix agent can be configured working in both passive and active mode. Passive agent works 

in a way that Zabbix server asks for data to monitor with a certain frequency and the agent 

sends the collected values back to the server. The more efficient method is to use active 

agent; it retrieves a list of items to monitor from Zabbix server and process them locally inde-

pendently and sends the values to the server. This is especially convenient when monitoring 

log files and searching for a specific string to appear. Agent only sends the current lines 

where the string is attached, this saves bandwidth and server resources. (Zabbix agent 2015) 

 

 

IPMI 

 

Zabbix has a built-in support for IPMI, Intelligent Platform Management Interface. IPMI runs on 

the Baseboard Management Controller (BMC), which is a computer sub-system that can be 

found on most of the modern server motherboards. The protocol works on a hardware level 

and it provides low-level access to a system, overriding operating system controls. By utilizing 

IPMI it is possible to give simple remote commands such as booting or shutting down the ma-

chine, gaining access to BIOS settings and monitor hardware level data. If not secured accord-

ingly a hostile entity can cause considerable damage to the systems. (US-CERT 2013) 

 

 

Trend prediction 

 

Trend prediction was introduced in Zabbix 3.0. Trend prediction, also referred as predictive 

trigger functions, calculates using algorithms and historical values to forecast what could hap-

pen in the near future. By getting an alert of a problem that may happen in a few days, ac-

tions can be taken to prevent the whole incident. One of the most common usage of trend 

prediction is when monitoring hard disk space. Zabbix forecasts when disk space is about to 

run out and gives an alert of it, for example in the previous day. (Zabbix predictive 2015)
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Zabbix Proxy 

 

Proxy is meant for collecting values on behalf of the Zabbix server. This eases the load on 

Zabbix server, since proxy is in charge of receiving collected data. By using proxy, it is also 

simple to build centralized and distributed monitoring. A proxy can be recommended if the 

monitored network has branches in several different locations, because only one firewall rule 

needs to be declared for Zabbix. Implementing proxy to remote locations with unreliable con-

nections confirms that no data is lost in case of network failure, since Zabbix proxy buffers 

the collected values locally in a separate database and then reports to the assigned Zabbix 

server. Depending on the network architecture, proxy is not always needed or recommended, 

for example if the host are all in same subnet or in same location, the usage of proxy be-

comes unnecessary. (Zabbix proxy 2015) 

 

Figure 4: Proxy concept (Zabbix proxy 2015) 

 

 

Templates 

 

Template is a set of prebuild objects which can be assigned to multiple hosts. A template can 

consist of items, triggers, graphs, applications, screens, low-level discovery rules and web 

scenarios. Usually hosts have fairly similar set of the basic monitoring specifications. Each 

host can be added to their own template group, for example, adding every Windows based 

machine to Windows template. Assigning templates to hosts saves time when managing the 

objects e.g. when one monitored item is needed to be applied to multiple host, it is only re-

quired to add the item to a template and it will be automatically added to every host within 

that template. Zabbix comes with various ready-made templates that gives a good starting 

point to monitoring. Usually the triggers are too sensitive and some items are not required so 

the templates should be modified accordingly to fit the monitored network. In addition to 

Zabbix official templates, a community made templates are also available. (Zabbix template 

2015)  
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Graphs, Screens 

 

Because of the massive amounts of data Zabbix is collecting, it becomes inefficient to look 

the data by the numbers. Zabbix provides a way to visually represent the data through 

graphs. Any unusual behavior can be noticed from several graphs available; simple graph, ad-

hoc graph and custom graph.  

 

Simple graphs are provided straight from the gathered items without any configuration. They 

represent the gathered data visually and easily by just few clicks. The time period can be se-

lected directly from the graph menu. The white background presents the working days while 

non-working days are displayed in grey.  (Zabbix graph 2015)

 

Figure 5: Simple graph 

 

 

While simple graphs display one meter of an item. With ad-hoc graphs it is possible quickly to 

compare multiple items at the same time. One difficulty with ad-hoc graphs is that if the 

items have a different scale, one items graph becomes nearly unreadable. (Zabbix graph 

2015) 

 

Figure 6: Ad-hoc graph 

 

 

Custom graph offers customizable objects and different combinations in graph style. Graphs 

can be assembled from any items available and add multiple values to a one graph. Unlike 

simple and ad-hoc graphs, custom graphs are saved, hence it is possible to assign the most 

used graph to a template and deliver it easily to different hosts if necessary. (Zabbix graph 

2015) 
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Figure 7: Zabbix custom graph 

 

Screen is a multiple set of different custom graphs in one display. Screen can consist graphs 

from different hosts and different items e.g. one logical groups CPU and hard disk read/write 

performance from several different machines. With a single glance, it is possible to see how 

particular objects handle and if there are any correlations between them. (Zabbix screens 

2015) 

 

 

Web monitoring 

 

By defining web scenarios, it is possible to monitor web sites response time, download speed, 

incoming error messages and number of failed steps. A web scenario can consist of one or 

more http requests. The steps are pre-defined and Zabbix executes them in the numeric or-

der. It’s possible to execute simulated logins or simulate mouse clicks on the page.    

 

Web monitoring utilizes cURL protocol which retrieves the sites HTML code and inputs the 

variable to the wanted fields e.g. Log in details. cURL doesn’t support JavaScript so if a site’s 

functions are designed to work only with JavaScript, the simulated clicks won’t work. This is 

good to keep in mind when starting to experiment with web monitoring. Http GET and POST 

methods are supported. Zabbix server must be configured with cURL support if web monitor-

ing is used. (Zabbix web 2015) 

 

 

Database monitoring 

 

Zabbix supports database monitoring through ODBC monitoring. ODBC is an API that can ac-

cess database management systems (DBMS). Any database with ODBC support can be queried 

with Zabbix, such as MySQL, PostgreSQL, Oracle and Microsoft SQL Server. Some Microsoft SQL 

meters can be queried straight from the windows performance meters without the need of 
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configuring ODBC connection. ODBC driver passes the queries to the DBMS and then sends the 

data back to Zabbix, hence the queries are done indirectly from the database. The queries 

itself are defined in the database item creation step in the web frontend. This method allows 

monitoring to be more efficient when querying from multiple databases. Zabbix supports 

unixODBC and iODBC, which are the most commonly used open source ODBC API implementa-

tions. (Zabbix database 2015) 

 

 

Command execution 

 

To extend the monitoring capabilities, remote command and script execution are valuable 

auxiliaries. These methods are useful when the wanted monitoring output cannot be executed 

by the help of available items. Remote commands can either be executed locally by the agent 

or the Zabbix server can oversee the execution. If a specific command or script is wanted to 

apply only to few hosts, it makes more sense to use the agent to execute the command lo-

cally. To achieve this, a User parameter is required to add in to the agent’s configuration file. 

Such parameter can be set to execute a script from the machine or a command through the 

available command-line terminal which in Windows environment is usually PowerShell or a 

batch command and in Unix environment a bash command. (User parameter 2015) 

 

As a real-life example a PowerShell script was created to retrieve the list of files in a folder 

and in the morning, the folder needed to be empty. On a Unix machine a bash script was exe-

cuted to monitor file modification times. If the oldest file was over half an hour old, Zabbix 

would create an alert. When this happened, it meant something in the system wasn’t func-

tioning properly. Zabbix can’t handle empty values coming from the host so it is mandatory 

for the command to have some value or a string printed in the output. 

 

Server scripts are called external scripts and can be can executed on any host available. The 

scripts are stored in the Zabbix server. Therefore, a running agent is not needed on the moni-

tored host, but since the scripts are run by the server they can decrease the server perfor-

mance and should not be overused. (External 2015) 

 

 

Auto-discovery 

 

To add new hosts without manually adding them one by one in the frontend, it is possible to 

use auto-discovery function. The function automatically discovers previously unknown hosts 

trying to contact Zabbix server. In large installations, this greatly reduces the time it takes to 

apply monitoring. The agent auto-discovery is done by defining an action and selecting the 
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auto registration event source. From there it is possible to manage the discovery settings de-

pending what operating systems are added. Any discovered host can be automatically added 

to a specific host group and template. Auto-discovery can also be used to discover network 

devices within a certain IP range, such as SNMP enabled switches and routers. (Vacche and 

Lee 2013, 246) 

 

 

Low-level discovery 

 

As host discovery can be automated, with the help of Low-level discovery (Lld), so can item, 

trigger and graph creation. Out of the box, Zabbix has a support for six discovery rules: Net-

work interfaces, Filesystems, SNMP objects, CPUs, Windows services, SQL queries and more 

can be created by the user. These items are included in the predefined templates that come 

with Zabbix installation. Zabbix will automatically look such data as available hard disks and 

network adapters. Because of Lld, the Zabbix administrator does not have to manually add  

every hard disk volume or network interface of the host machine. (Vacche and Lee 2013, 248) 

 

 

Encryption 

 

Zabbix 3.0 offers Transport Layer Security (TLS) encryption, previously known as Secure Sock-

ets Layer (SSL), between Zabbix server and agent. To encrypt communication, both server 

and agent need to be compiled with TLS support. Encryption can be configured to individual 

components, meaning that host X’s communication can be encrypted while host Y’s might not 

be. There are two encryption methods available, pre-shared key (PSK) and certificate-based. 

PSK consist of two identifiers; a non-secret PSK identity string like “PSK ID 001” and a secret 

PSK string value which is a complex string of hexadecimal digits e.g. 

“e651fb0y918d23d21b4f641851f5f570ad79c390931302e5391d09327ba434e9”. Before establish-

ing PSK encrypted connection, the server checks the PSK values configured for that agent in 

database and when agent is receiving the connection it compares if the values are same, the 

connection is enabled. (Zabbix PSK 2015) 

 

Certification-based encryption supports public or in-house certificate authors (CA). The cer-

tificate needs to be signed by a trusted CA. The verification steps are similar to PSK-based 

encryption. When establishing connection between the server and agent they both check each 

other’s certifications and private keys, if they match and are validated the connection is 

made. (Olups 2016) 
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IT Services 

 

IT services are meant to display the high-level business availability of the infrastructure. In 

business-level view, the interest is not on low-level details such as CPU utilization or in 

memory consumption. The business is only interested in the availability of those specific ser-

vices that are needed to maintain business continuity and whether the Service-level agree-

ment (SLA) is within the agreed boundaries. Zabbix offers IT services to provide this infor-

mation. To configure this, the business processes which have an effect on availability, need 

to be identified and add triggers for them. When the triggers are set, they can be individually 

configured to display each services SLA. Figure 8 provides an example of the IT service dis-

play. (Vacche and Lee 2013,205) 

 

 

 

Figure 8: IT services  

 

 

Network map 

 

By configuring a network map of the company’s IT-infrastructure, it helps to display the to-

pology visually. When a trigger on a host activates, it is highlighted on the map from where it 

is easy to identify the problems and dependencies. Maps are highly customizable and the 

level of details is up to the user to decide. (Zabbix map 2015)  

 

 

Figure 9: Example maps  
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3 Setting up Zabbix  

In the following part, the Zabbix server 3.0 and agent installation procedure is demonstrated. 

The procedure is described, so the company can refer to this chapter when new systems are 

deployed to Zabbix or if the Zabbix server itself needs to be re-installed. For upgrading Zab-

bix to a newer version, the details can be found from Appendix  2. 

 

No real-life IP addresses or host names are used. The practical part will also consist the dif-

ferent configuration steps to achieve fully functional monitoring platform. This includes add-

ing host in the frontend and add suitable items, triggers, actions and templates to that spe-

cific host. The example host machine will be a real production Windows server, but the im-

plementation will not show any specific details from that server due the fact that company’s 

policy forbid that.  

 

3.1 Preparations 

Zabbix 3.0 is installed to a Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7 server, with dual core CPU, 4 Gb of 

memory and 50 Gb of hard disk space. The initial steps to configure Zabbix server successfully 

is to install web server, database server and PHP. The chosen database engine is MySQL, due 

to its reliability and popularity.  

Currently Zabbix 3.0 supports following versions of the objects:  

 

 Apache web server 1.3.12 or later 

 MySQL 5.0.3 or later 

 PHP 5.4.0 – 5.6.25, version 7 is not yet supported.  

 

3.2  Zabbix server installation 

To start the installation process, the package files should be retrieved. Zabbix server package 

files are available at Zabbix official repository, repo.zabbix.com. Version 3.0 is used in this 

implementation. This package contains yum configuration files. Yum is open source package 

handler software for RPM (Red Hat Package Manager) based Linux distributions. If Zabbix 

server is needed to configure with support for Jabber message alerting or to be able to ping 

hosts with simple checks or encrypt communication with TLS, the additional packages are in 

the non-supported directory in the official repository. To start the installation, add the con-

figuration package to yum repository. 
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Run the command to install Zabbix server with MySQL database support, front-end web inter-

face and Zabbix agent for internal monitoring 

 

 

 

Editing PHP configuration for Zabbix frontend 

 

Zabbix creates an apache configuration file to “/etc/httpd/conf.d/zabbix.conf” directory.  

Only value that needs to be changed is the time zone parameter. Since the installation is 

done in Finland the “Europe/Helsinki” is the correct value.  

 

 

After modifying the configuration file restart the apache web server. 

 

 

 

MySQL database 

 

The next step after apache installation is to create a Zabbix MySQL database. Create the Zab-

bix database and MySQL user with commands:  

 

 

 

After MySQL creation, import initial schema and data. They are located in 

/usr/share/doc/zabbix-server-mysql-3.0.0. 
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Edit database configuration in zabbix_server.conf. 

 

There is no need to change other server configuration settings at the beginning. The configu-

rations may need some tuning after Zabbix has been running for a while. 

 

When all the previous steps are done, the Start Zabbix server process can be started with a 

command: 
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4 Zabbix Agent Installation for Windows 

The Agent is the main component in charge of collecting values from the hosts. The Agent can 

be downloaded from Zabbix official homepage and is available for Windows and Unix operat-

ing systems. Once the file has been downloaded, it needs to be extracted to a host machine. 

The actual agent configuration is done through Zabbix agent configuration file, which is found 

from the newly extracted folder. Open the file in a text editor and configure the following 

settings. These settings will get you started and it is possible to modify them at any given 

point in the future. After the values are in place save the modifications and close the editor.  

 

 

 

 

Zabbix agent saves all the execution data to a log file and the diversity depends on the “de-

bug” level defined in the agent configuration file. Debug 3 is the default value and should be 

increased to display more data. When debugging the connection, the log file should be inves-

tigated. Passive agent uses port 10050 to communicate with the Zabbix server, and active 

agent port 10051. The inbound and outbound rules should be added to firewall configuration. 

An example of this happened when configuring monitoring to a point of sale server. It was no-

ticed that the agent cannot communicate with Zabbix server, even though the ports were 

open in a third-party firewall the company was using. The reason turned out to be Windows 

firewall. In the other production servers Windows firewall was disabled, so at first it was not 

suspected being the cause of this. Once the firewall rules were added to the Windows fire-

wall, the connection was established immediately.   

 

#LogFile directory  

LogFile=D:\Zabbix\zabbix_agentd.log  

 

# Allow remote commands for reactive monitoring 

EnableRemoteCommands=1 

 

# Log all remotely executed commands 

LogRemoteCommands=1 

 

# Zabbix Server (IP address for passive checks) 

Server=’Zabbix server IP’ 

 

#Server active (IP address for active checks) 

ServerActive=’Zabbix server IP’ 

 

#Hostname 

Hostname= full name of the host computer 
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4.1 Installing Zabbix agent 

To install the agent on a Windows machine, open a command prompt with admin privileges 

and run the following commands. The path depends on where the agent was extracted, in this 

case it is: D:\Zabbix. 

 

D:\Zabbix\zabbix_agentd.exe -i -c D:\Zabbix\zabbix_agentd.conf 

D:\Zabbix\zabbix_agentd.exe -s -c D:\Zabbix\zabbix_agentd.conf 

 

• i = installs zabbix agent 

• s = starts zabbix agent 

• c = configures the correct path for Zabbix agent configuration file 

 

To check if the Zabbix agent service has successfully started, go to windows services and 

search Zabbix Agent from the list. The status should be now changed to ‘Started’. From the 

services the agent can also be quickly restarted if needed, for example when changing the 

agent’s configuration parameters.  

 

 

Figure 10: Agent service 
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5 Zabbix frontend configuration 

Now that Zabbix server and agent have been configured and installed, it’s time to start using 

Zabbix frontend. Frontend URL is: http://<zabbix-server-ip>/zabbix. When logging in for the 

first time use default Zabbix username and password (Admin/zabbix) 

 

5.1 Adding a new user 

The first thing to do is to create a new user, the preset Zabbix admin user should be deac-

tivated or removed. To create a new user, go to administration tab > users > create user. 

From the user window, username, password, media and permissions are configured.   

The media tab, where the users email address is specified, is where Zabbix sends the alerts 

when a trigger is activated.  

 

Zabbix user permissions are administrated through user groups. The user groups define the 

user rights they have and to what hosts. To be able to receive alert messages that user should 

have access to the corresponding host. This case it would be ideal to have all the rights to all 

the hosts, hence the user group is Zabbix administrators and from the permission tab Zabbix 

super admin needs to be selected.  

 

5.2 Server host groups 

Before it is time to add the host in the frontend, a host group needs to be created. Using host 

groups makes the host management more user friendly. Every system cluster should be in its 

own group e.g. ERP host in ERP host group and point of sale host in POS group. In this exam-

ple the windows server group is used. In Zabbix web interface go to > Configuration > Host 

groups > Create host group > Windows servers. Host group can also be assigned and created 

when creating new hosts.  
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5.3 Adding new host  

When installing Zabbix agent, the agent was successfully configured and installed to a moni-

tored machine and it is ready to establish a connection to the Zabbix server.  

From the Configuration > Hosts > Create host tab, a new host can be created.  

 

• Enter your FQDN host name, this needs to be the same as in agent configuration file 

• Visible name is the one displayed in Zabbix GUI 

• Add group 

• Add host IP  

• Template tab allows user to add template to the new host. Since the machine is Win-

dows environment, a Windows server template is chosen. 

• Once everything is configured, clicking the add button makes the host go online 

 

 

Figure 11: Host creation menu
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Figure 12 displays the items that are included in Windows template. The template consists of 

the basic items and triggers that are needed for monitoring the hardware statistic, memory, 

hard disk, CPU, network bandwidth and other general information. 

 

Figure 12: Template items 

 

Figure 13 shows the templated triggers, which have been added to all windows hosts. They 

have been modified from the original template, since the triggers in the premade template 

were too sensitive. That caused a flapping phenomenon, triggers going on/off multiple times 

in a short period. Instead hard disk trigger to alert immediately when the space is under 20% 

it was changed to create an alert when hard disk space is under 20% for 15 minutes, same 

method was applied to all hard disk triggers. Similar modifications were implemented to 

other triggers as well. 

 

Zabbix also supports hysteresis function to disable flapping. The concept is that once a trigger 

goes to problem state, it does not recover until the second parameter has come true. This 

was implemented in the CPU trigger, to create an alert when the average CPU utilization is 

over 95% for 15 minutes and to recover when the average CPU utilization has been below 75% 

for 10 minutes. The purpose behind all this is to prevent false alarms. Once a Zabbix alert has 

been received it should be treated as a real warning that some target might need some atten-

tion.
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Figure 13: Template triggers 

 

To check if the connection is established, go to the host tab where is a list of all the added 

hosts. If the ZBX text on the right has turned green, the received data can be seen from the 

latest data tab. 

 

 

Figure 14: Newly added host 

 

The latest data tab shows all the data that is currently being gathered from the host. The 

items are arranged in applications, which are defined in the item creation step. Here a user 

can create simple and ad-hoc graphs of the items and view the incoming data in real time.  

 

 

Figure 15: Latest data
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5.4 Adding item and trigger 

 

Item creation 

 

Items are the ones that gather the actual data from the host. In this example, the monitored 

item will be “AdminService 10.2B” service’s state. 

 

• Go to Configuration > Hosts > Select host > Items > Create item 

• Name: something that describes the item which is polled 

• Type: identifies the item type, whether it is passive/active check, SNMP, database 

query etc.  

• Key: defines the gathered data (see all supported key functions - https://www.zab-

bix.com/documentation/3.0/manual/config/items/itemtypes/zabbix_agent) 

• Type of information: depending on what kind of values are expected to receive, a 

correct parameter should be chosen from the drop-down menu. If the received value 

is numbers a numeric presentation should be chosen and for string values text or log. 

• Update interval determines the polling frequency, how often a new value is received 

• With custom intervals, it is possible to make the item poll only in a certain time. Cus-

tom intervals only function with passive checks.  

 

 

Figure 16: Item creation
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Trigger creation 

 

Once the item is successfully polling data and the values can be seen in the latest data tab, a 

corresponding trigger can be set. In figure 17, the trigger expression can be divided to four 

parameters which are always required: 

 

 “Windowsserver” is the hostname to where the trigger is created 

 “service_state[AdminService10.2B]” is the item key, was created in previous para-

graph 

 “last(0)” is the trigger function, other available function can be found from Zabbix 

manual (https://www.zabbix.com/documentation/3.0/manual/appendix/trig-

gers/functions) 

 “<>0” is the value when trigger actives.  

 

When the last received value of the service state is something else than 0, the trigger creates 

an alert. In Windows services, 0 equals that service is in “running” state. 

Description should clearly tell what the trigger does, incase another user needs to find out 

the meaning of the trigger. Depending how severe the incident is, a correct severity should be 

chosen.  

 

 

Figure 17: Trigger creation 
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5.5 Configuring actions 

 

Before Zabbix can send alerts via email, a media type must be declared. SMTP-email server 

forwards the alert messages, therefore a correct information is needed to configure in the 

fields. An example of configuration can be seen in figure 18. After the media type is de-

clared, a user can start creating actions. 

 

 

Figure 18: Media configuration 

 

As stated earlier, actions oversee sending alerts to user’s email, auto discovering hosts and 

executing remote command when certain trigger creates an alert. This example shows the 

creation of a basic action for email alerts. Actions are managed in frontend: Configuration > 

Actions > Create action. Action form is displayed in figure 19. The message box shows the de-

tails of the alert, which will be sent to user’s email. When the trigger recovers to OK state, 

Zabbix can be configured to send an email of that as well. 
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Figure 19: Action form 

 

Conditions are set of rules that define which alerts are sent to the user’s email. The available 

conditions can be applied from the “New conditions drop-down menu” and the combinations 

are flexible. Different scenarios can be applied with the use “Type of calculation”  

In the example Figure 20, every trigger that goes to problem state in host “Windows server” 

are processed and sent to user’s email which is defined in operations tab. 

 

 

Figure 20: Conditions 

 

From the operations tab select “Operation type” to “Send message”, add the user to who the 

email will be sent and select “Send only to” the configured SMTP media source. It is im-

portant to specify actions in a way that nobody gets duplicate alerts to their email, merely 

because it can confuse and annoy the users if they receive multiple messages of the same 

alert.
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Figure 21: Operations 

 

When the action configuration process is done and a trigger that fulfills the criteria’s goes to 

problem state, an email alert will be sent to the corresponding user. Similar email is received 

when the trigger returns to OK state.  

 

Figure 22: Email alert 
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6 Current state of monitoring 

 

During this eight-month period, the most crucial systems are added in monitoring. Currently 

56 hosts and 3502 items are monitored. The Zabbix database uses about 10Gb of hard disk 

space for storing history, trend and event data. The monitored IT infrastructure consists 

mostly of Windows servers, but there is also a Unix based host and several network switches. 

The triggers have been tuned specifically for each host. The only way to adjust the triggers, is 

to get familiar with the environment by tracking alerts and analyzing graphs.  

 

 

Figure 23: Status 

 

To all hosts, a template with the standard monitoring was added. The standard items are 

CPU, memory, disk space, network bandwidth and some general information about the host. 

For every production host, there is a similar acceptance server with the same monitoring 

items and triggers. In addition to the standard metrics, in the following systems specific mon-

itoring was implemented. 

 

The PROD system take care of the product orders coming from the customers. It is essential 

for the business that there are no problems with the ordering. To identify the most common 

malfunctions, the required services to keep the system functioning are monitored, TCP port 

monitoring to see if a specific application responds to a query, file size monitoring to observe 

if the application files grow too large and a custom check to monitor the connection between 

PROD4 and PROD5 server. The custom check is achieved with a remote command and it is re-

quired to identify the time when a connection is lost between the servers. 

 

The Enterprise service bus (ESB) is a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) system that trans-

fers the messages to a unified format and delivers them to different systems depending on 

the message type and the parameters. Daily, some messages get stuck in the message queues 

and needs human attention. Without needing to manually check the queue size and count, 

the queues are monitored. Also, the applications logfile is monitored to look for strings ‘warn-

ing’ and ‘severe’. If those key strings are found, Zabbix sends an alert.  
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The Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system, is the business management software and the 

base of all operations. It is running on the Microsoft SQL database.  

The ERP services that are required for the system to function and to observe the performance 

of the SQL server some SQL queries are monitored. The SQL performance data is obtained 

from the Windows performance counters. 

 

The reporting servers creates reports for different business needs. There are multiple applica-

tions running on different time schedule, some daily and some only once a month. The log 

files are monitored to find out if the applications have been successfully executed. To iden-

tify the execution, a specific string is searched to appear in the log. 

 

The Point of sale (POS) system is where all store cash transactions are done. Every night a 

script runs that sends warehouse and cash transaction files data between the POS and the ERP 

system and the log file is monitored to see if some data was unsuccessfully transferred. The 

process that handles the script is also monitored, to see if it is delayed or stuck.  

A bash script was composed to monitor file modification times and with the help of Zabbix, 

run that script to identify if there are some problems with the POS system. In POS system, 

there are ESB adapters installed and their log file was monitored to see if the adapters are 

functioning. 

 

The Opt system, is a service that provides customers more detailed way to discover what kind 

of additional services they might need. There is a service that needs to be running constantly 

and it is monitored and set a remote command to automatically start the service when it is 

not running anymore.  

 

Figure 24: Production hosts
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6.1 Future implementations 

Here are a few ideas what could still be implemented to Zabbix. Some of these have already 

been discussed and are waiting for more information.  

 

 Monitoring the SLA’s by configuring IT-services is an upcoming task. Business pro-

cesses need to be specified a bit different and more detailed way in order to have a 

clear understanding of the relations between business processes and technical inci-

dents and therefore the monitoring the status of business processes cannot yet be im-

plemented to Zabbix.  

 

 The integration to the ServiceNow ticketing system could be done through ServiceNow 

API. A ready-made python script can be found from the Zabbix share community site. 

Zabbix would automatically create a ticket to ServiceNow when an alert that needs 

attention occurs. This is beneficial to track the time used in solving the problems. 

(Github 2015) 

 

 Failover plan if Zabbix server crashes. At the moment, there is no automatically con-

figured failover. A clustered solution is one possibility and, since the previous Zabbix 

server is still available it could be used. The idea is that when Zabbix becomes una-

vailable the switchover would happen and the secondary Zabbix server would start to 

poll the same items. More on this topic can be found from a book Mastering Zabbix. 

(Vacche and Lee 2013, 81)  

 

 Monitoring database performance by configuring ODBC connection to production data-

bases. The databases in use are Solid, Firebird, Progress and Microsoft SQL. 

 

 Monitoring if backups are executed successfully. The backups are already monitored 

by a 3rd party vendor, but it would be suitable to add the backup status monitoring to 

Zabbix as well. One way to achieve this is to use the Windows task scheduler. A com-

munity made template can be found from the Zabbix wiki. (Zabbix wiki 2014) 

 

 To implement more automatic corrective measures to the production servers. The 

idea is to automatically run a command or script for the most common problems to 

minimize the downtime of offered services. For example, run a script that will free 

disk space when it is about run out or to try to start some service when Zabbix notices 

they are not running anymore. This has already been tested on one system and the 

next step is to identify the situations where this could be exploited more.  
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7 Conclusion 

 

As the main goals of the thesis were to introduce Zabbix and then implement it to a com-

pany’s IT infrastructure, the company can now continue developing the monitoring based on 

the information given out on this thesis. They know more of Zabbix and what can be achieved 

when using it. The information is useful for the company, especially when they are adding 

new systems to monitoring or updating the existing ones. 

 

For the company, Zabbix provides a reliable method to monitor the hardware, application and 

process statuses. Utilizing Zabbix, the company ensures that the problems are noted and 

identified immediately. By achieving proactive monitoring by preventing the incidents, the 

company’s services are highly available which makes it unlikely that business continuity would 

be endangered. 

 

The thesis was a continuation to the previous work done at the work placement. When start-

ing to write this thesis, knowledge of Zabbix and its basic capabilities were already obtained.  

Because of that, the most important aspects of the software were easier to identify and de-

scribe. Even still a lot of new information was found about different network protocols and 

features. During the implementations, some minor problems occurred occasionally, but they 

were resolved with the help of Zabbix forum and IRC channel.  

 

To sum up Zabbix in a few words, it is very customizable and can monitor a wide range of ob-

jects from the box and the users can develop their own solutions to obtain data by using re-

mote commands, scripts or even custom agents. If the users are willing to use some time to 

learn how Zabbix functions and accept that there is somewhat a high learning curve to config-

ure everything properly, it is a great open-source platform for multiple different scenarios.  
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Appendix  1: Upgrade notes 

 

As stated in the introduction an analysis of whether the system should be upgraded or not was 

formed. The previous system was Zabbix version 2.0 and the implemented was 3.0. A new 

version 3.2 was released at the end of making this thesis and for possible future upgrading its 

new features are also displayed.  

  

Zabbix 2.2.x 

• Virtual machine monitoring with LLD (low-level discovery) 

• Notifications on unsupported items, unknown triggers 

• Support of internal checks for proxies 

• Official database monitoring 

• Automatic database upgrade 

• Network map improvements 

• Housekeeper tasks can be enabled/disabled on a per-task basis  

• SNMP v3 support 

• Editable discovery checks 

• Frontend improvements 

 

Zabbix 2.4.x 

• Graphs for several items 

• New trigger operators 

• Web monitoring improvements  

• SSL verification and authentication 

• New filter options 

• More details about unsupported agent item 

• Frontend improvements 

• VMware monitoring improvements 

 

Zabbix 3.0  

• New frontend design 

• Encryption support 

• Predictive trigger functions (forecasts) 

• Item checking at specific times 

• Performance improvements 

• Graph improvements 

• VMware monitoring improvements  

• Zabbix agent crash log on Windows platforms 
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Zabbix 3.2 

• Event correlation 

• Event tags 

• Close problems manually 

• Improved trigger hysteresis 

• Recovery operations 

• New filters 

• LLD item, trigger, graph modifications 

• VMware monitoring improvements  
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Appendix  2: Upgrade procedure Zabbix 3.03.2 

 

1. Stopping the Zabbix server 

service zabbix-server stop 

 

2. Backup MySQL database 

mkdir /zabbixbackup 

mysqldump -uzabbix -pzabbix zabbix > zabbixbackup/zabbix.sql 

 

3. Backup zabbix directory 

zip -r /zabbixbackup/zabbix.conf.zip /etc/zabbix 

 

4. Copy zabbix.conf file 

cp /etc/httpd/conf.d/zabbix.conf /zabbixbackup 

 

5. Backup Zabbix binaries 

zip -r /zabbixbackup/zabbixbinaries.zip /usr/share/doc/zabbix* 

 

6. Delete Zabbix 3.0 repository 

rpm -e zabbix-release-3.0* 

 

7. Install new repository configuration file and clean yum cache 

rpm -ivh http://repo.zabbix.com/zabbix/3.2/rhel/7/x86_64/zabbix-release-3.2-

1.el7.noarch.rpm 

yum clean all 

 

8. Upgrading 

yum -y upgrade zabbix-server-mysql zabbix-web-mysql zabbix server zabbix agent 

 

9. Start server 

service zabbix-server start 

 

Zabbix support automatic database upgrade from Zabbix 2.2, hence the database 

should be automatically upgraded. Database upgrading can take up to two hours de-

pending on the database size. After reviewing the configuration files, Zabbix frontend 

should be now accessible. (Upgrade 2016) 

 

 


